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Task One: Globetrotting
You will hear a text about travelling abroad.
• You must write down every word in the text on the numbered
lines.
• You get marks in this practice test for writing the correct words
with the correct spelling.
• You will hear the text three times: first you will hear the whole text,
and then small pieces of the text.
• These small pieces will be repeated once.

Task Two: To interview or not to interview
• Complete the following article by choosing the correct word from the four options.

TO INTERVIEW OR NOT TO INTERVIEW? – THAT IS
THE QUESTION
E. V. Porter
What place does the traditional job interview _EXAMPLE_ in
today’s world? Why, in the 21st century, do so many companies still
make use of a technique that has so many obvious weaknesses?
An interview may be a good way of gaining an impression (but only
an impression, and often a _1_ one) of a person’s character, but
even an hour of questions and answers can hardly be a reliable
guide to a person’s qualities or how he or she performs on a dayto-day _2_. An individual might be highly suited to a post and
admirably proficient in the skills required. However, they might not
_3_ in getting the job that they have applied for, merely because of an inability to respond to tricky
questions in conditions of _4_ stress; or simply because they are just more honest than the other
candidates! Since it is commonly accepted that we all subconsciously make unfair _5_ about almost
every stranger we ever meet, isn’t the face-to-face interview actually more dangerous than useful?
Shouldn’t interviews be banned altogether?
Perhaps it is questions such as these that have led many organisations to devise more effective means
of discovering which applicant is _6_ the most suitable. For example, it is becoming increasingly
common for employers who wish to fill a ‘top’ vacancy (that is, one with a high level of responsibility
or of vital importance to an organisation) to _7_ candidates through a series of tests over a number
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of days. These tests take the form of collaborative or competitive activities and role-plays, during
which the participants are _8_ observed by a panel of experts and decision-makers. Only once a
candidate has proved that she or he can perform exceptionally well in a range of different contexts
and challenging situations and has the _9_ to achieve even more is he or she offered the post. Of
course, the main drawback to this method of recruitment is that of cost, but clearly many companies
consider that the ability to get the right person first time is well worth the expense.
However, such a method is clearly impractical for supposedly less important posts, whether these
are shop assistants, receptionists, health care workers or office workers. What alternative cheap
approaches are there for the majority of employers? Unfortunately, nobody seems to have _10_ up
with a solution to this question, which leaves the interview, with all its flaws and faults, as still the
technique that most employers rely on. Perhaps, then, interview skills should become a compulsory
part of the curriculum for all school-leavers?
Questions for Task Two:
Example: A. play

B. have

C. take

D. need

The correct answer is B.
1.

A. fraudulent

B. false

C. fake

D. fictional

2.

A. routine

B. system

C. basis

D. schedule

3.

A. win

B. manage

C. excel

D. succeed

4.

A. large

B. absolute

C. extreme

D. ultimate

5.

A. assumptions

B. opinions

C. recommendations D. conclusions

6.

A. virtually

B. actually

C. additionally

D. practically

7.

A. drive

B. make

C. draw

D. put

8.

A. nearly

B. consistently

C. shortly

D. closely

9.

A. opportunity

B. possibility

C. potential

D. chance

10.

A. put

B. caught

C. kept

D. come
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Task Three: The clash of global computer giants
• Complete the following text by selecting for each numbered space one of the words from the
box below.
• Use only ONE word for each space.

after

although
how

the

any

however
their

as
more

this

but
no

those

even
so

too

having
still

up

while

Clash of the Clouds
by Sebastian Perry
The launch of Windows 7 marks the end of an era in
computing and the beginning of an epic battle between
Microsoft, Google, Apple and others.
__11__ the let-down that was its predecessor, Windows
7 is a sizeable step for Microsoft and certain to be a
success. __12__ longer will computing be done mainly on
personal computers in homes and offices, __13__ in the
“cloud”: huge data centres housing vast storage systems
and hundreds of thousands of servers, powerful machines
that dish up data over the internet. The PC will be pushed aside by a host of smaller, often wireless
devices, such as smart-phones, small laptops, and touch-screen computers __14__ size of books.
The rise of cloud computing, however, is not just shifting Microsoft’s centre of gravity. It is changing
the nature of competition within the computer industry.
Although Windows __15__ runs on 90% of PCs, the fading importance of the PC means that
Microsoft is not an all-powerful monopolist any longer. Others are also building big clouds, including
Google, a giant of the internet, and Apple, renowned as a maker of hardware, with a market
capitalisation that now exceeds __16__ of both Google and IBM, its original arch-rival.
These three giants are already preparing for battle and all three will have ample resources to spend.
In data centres, Google is ahead, but Microsoft is catching __17__ in size and sophistication. Apple
has most to learn, but __18__, too, seems only a question of time and money. Just, as much of
hardware has become a commodity, knowing __19__ to build huge data centres may not be a big
competitive advantage for long. And data centres can get only __20__ big before scale ceases to

be an advantage.

